CHUCK-A-LUCK
Broadway Party & Tent Rental
763-424-6155
www.BroadwayPartyRental.com

QUICK FACT: If Broadway Party & Tent Rental’s equipment is used for gambling, it must be used for
home and private use only. If you have questions contact Minnesota Gambling Division, 651-296-6159.
Chuck-A-Luck is a version of Big Six. Instead of a Dice Wheel, a Three-Dice “Bridge Cage” is used.
RULES OF GAME: Betting and play procedures are the same as Big Six.
Player places their poker chips in one of six betting sections (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6). After all bets are down, the Dealer spins
the Cage. When the Cage stops, the Dice indicate the winners.
If the Player has bet on “3” for example and one of the Dice values is “3,” the Player wins even money. If two Dice values
appear (two 3’s) the Player is paid double the bet. If triples appear (three 3’s) the Player is paid triple the bet.
The Dealer collects losing bets first, and then pays winning bets. After paying all winning bets, the Dealer declares the game
“Open for the next round” and the Players place their new bets.

Type

Wager

Odds

1 dice, 1 to 1;
Single Dice Bet A specific number will appear

2 dice, 2 to 1;
3 dice, 10 to 1

Any Triple

Any of the triples (all 3

dice show same number) will

appear

30 to 1

Big

The total score will be 11 (sometimes 12) or higher with the exception of a triple 1 to 1

Small

The total score will be 10 (sometimes 9) or lower with the exception of a triple

1 to 1

Field

The total score will be outside the range of 8 to 12 (inclusive)

1 to 1

“We Rent Celebrations!”
IF EQUIPMENT IS WORKING INCORRECTLY,
CONTACT BROADWAY PARTY & TENT RENTAL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

